Complementary use of magnetic resonance imaging and fine needle aspiration cytology in the diagnosis of soft tissue tumors.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) help to diagnose soft tissue tumors and can be done on outpatients. The advantages and disadvantages of these modalities suggest that they could demonstrate a complementary relationship: MRI examines a general area, while FNAC assesses a highly specific region; MRI shows only signal intensities, while FNAC visualizes actual tumor cells. The present study was performed to investigate the application of this potential complementary relationship to facilitate differentiation of malignant and benign tumors. Both preoperative MRI and FNAC were performed in 148 patients (153 lesions: 137, benign; 16, malignant). The diagnosis was judged to be correct if one or both diagnoses were correct; it was incorrect if at least one diagnosis was incorrect; and was indeterminate if both diagnoses were indeterminate or, in the case of FNAC, insufficient due to sample aspiration insufficiency. The diagnostic yields of MRI only, FNAC only, and the combination of MRI and FNAC were 81.7%, 84.3%, and 92.2%, respectively, indicating that the diagnostic utilities of both MRI and FNAC were significantly improved by their combined application. The combined preoperative application of MRI and FNAC improved diagnosis of soft tissue tumors relative to assessment with either modality alone.